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1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is concerned with the study of the equation 
Ewp) - 2p*(x) u”(x) - <P(X) d(x) - p&v) 24(x) = 0 (1-l) 
on the entire real x-axis as E -+ O+. Here, we will always assume that pi(x), 
j = 0, 1,2, are polynomials with real coefficients; p,,(x) has degree m > 0 and 
p&),j = 1,2, has degree < (m/3)(3 -j). For the equation E%“(X) - P(X) U(X) = 
0, asymptotic expansions, as E --f 0 f, for the solutions are known on an infinite 
semiaxis extending to + cc or - “o, while x is bounded away from turning points 
where P(X) vanishes. Connection formulas can be found between independent 
solutions with known expansions on an infinite semiaxis extending to -t 00 and 
independent solutions with known expansions on an infinite semiaxis extending 
to --co. (See, e.g., Wasow [lo, 111, Sibuya [8, 91, Olver [6, 71.) 
For Eq. (1. I), asymptotic series as E + 0+ for fundamental systems of solutions 
can be found on infinite x semiaxis extending to -100 or -co (cf. Leung [3,4]). 
However, the two infinite semiaxes, extending to +a~ and -CD, in which we 
have valid asymptotic series for the solutions, do not intersect in general. The 
connection formulas between these solutions had not been investigated, and they 
are the subject matter for this present article. 
The turning points for the equation E%” - p(x) 24 = 0 have great effects on 
the connection formulas for different asymptotic solutions of the equation. 
Naturally, our present subject matter necessitates refinement into many cases 
corresponding to the various global behavior of the algebraic function A(.%) 
defined by the characteristic equation 
f(r, A) z A3 - p&Y) x2 - p,(x) A - p&v) = 0 (1.2) 
for Eq. (1.1). 
We will only analyze one case. Hopefully, better understanding of this 
case will serve to illustrate techniques which can be used to analyze other cases 
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if desired, even for higher-order equations. A complete investigation is too 
lengthy for the present article. We will hence make the following assumptions 
[HI], [H2], which the author found interesting in his discussion with Professor 
Sibuya. 
[Hl] The algebraic function, X(x), defined by (1.2) has exactly two 
singular points s = a, 6, a < b, on the real axis. At both x = a, and b, h(x) has 
a double root h = a(a), u(b), respectively, where (af/&)(a, ~(a)) # 0, 
(afl&)(b, a(6)) + 0. (Note: there may possibly be singular points away from the 
real axis.) 
Remark 1. Hypothesis [HI] implies that in the interval (a, b) (1.2) has three 
distinct real roots, h,(x) < h,(x) < h3(” ) T , each h,(x) analytic for x E (a, b). 
[Hz] The algebraic function ha(~) can be analytically continued along 
x E (n, co) where ha(~) is the only root of (1.2) with the largest real part in 
(a, co). The algebraic function X,(X) can be analytically continued along 
x E (-co, b) where X,(X) is the only root of (1.2) with the smallest real part 
in (-co, 6). 
Remark 2. [H2] implies that X,(X) coalesces with ha(~) as x’ + a+, and with 
h,(x) as x -+ b-. h,(,?c), h,(z) are complex conjugates for x E (6, co); and X,(x), 
ha(X) are complex conjugates for x E (- co, a). 
For definiteness of the choice of X,(X), X,(X) for x E (b, a), and of h,(x), X,(x) 
for x E (-03, a), we introduce two closed line segments Z, , lb on the lower-half 
complex x-plane, with endpoints at x = n, 6, respectively. Let Z, , lb be drawn 
such that they form an isosceles triangle of base angle n/6 on the lower half-plane 
with [u, b] as the third side. On the entire z-plane with the cuts Z, u Ib deleted, 
we label h,(s) to be consistent with Remark 1 and [H2], and in a way such that 
each Xj(x),j = 1,2, 3, are analytic in the cut plane. In other words, all X$(x) will 
be continued around the upper half-plane around a and b, after they are design- 
ated by Remark 1 for x E (n, b). We will adopt this convention for the entire 
paper. 
Hypothesis [Hl] and the convention adopted above imply that in the neigh- 
borhood of 2: = b, AI(x), h,(z) have convergent series: 
X,(x) = Aj(b) + (-l)i+rc+ - 6)1/s + *mm, c > 0, h,(b) = h,(b), (1.3) 
where (z - b)lj2 = j x - b [l/p exp{z’arg(z - b)/2), -546 < arg(z - b) < 7~/6, 
and the dots indicate terms of powers of (x - b)lp (see Bliss [II pp. 35-37]). 
From the theory of algebraic functions, and the fact that A, and h, will not 
coalesce for x > b, we have the expansion 
(x - b)-“/“,A&) = 2 u& - 6)-“‘3 (14 
k=O 
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which is convergent for large x > B, for eachj = 1,2, 3. Here a,, = p,$++), 
j = 1,2, 3, panz > 0 is the leading coefficient of pa(x), and (X - b)+n/a > 0. 
(Note that pa, and pi’, are positive due to hypothesis [H2].) akj are complex 
constants. 
For expansions of h,(x) in the neighborhood of x = a, see remarks following 
Theorem 4.1. Their expansions as x -+ - co are similar to (1.4). 
EXAMPLE. An example for an equation of the form (1 .l) whose characteristic 
equation (1.2) satisfies all the hypotheses described in [Hl], [H2] is 
EW(X) - e(x + 1) U’(X) - X%(X) = 0. (1.5) 
The associated characteristic equation is 
g(x, A) E x3 - (x + 1)X - x3 = 0. (1.6) 
Treating x as a real parameter and g(x, A) as a function of A, one sees that there 
is an a, -1 < a < 0, such that the equation g(a, A) = 0 has a positive double 
root (ha = A3) and one negative root A, . Further, there exists b, 1 < 6 < 2, 
such that the equation g(b, h) = 0 h as a negative double root (hr = X,), and one 
positive root ,I3 . Careful consideration shows that the algebraic function defined 
by (1.6) satisfies all the hypotheses [Hl], [H2]. 
2. SOLUTIONS WITH FORMULAS FOR LARGE POSITIVE z, OR NEAR 2: = 21 
Let zc = ~7~ , Ed = y* , E2d = y3 ) and extend the polynomials pj(x) to the 
complex x-plane; Eq. (1.1) is transformed into the system 
EdY/dX = A(x)Y, (2.1) 
where 
0 1 0 
A(z) = [ 0 
I44 PI:4 
1 1, Y= 
P2@9 
[E]. 
We now construct an approximate formula for a fundamental system for (2.1), 
valid on an unbounded region extending to + CO and to the vicinity of the singular 
point x = b of the characteristic equation. In a sense, we will extend the region 
of validity for the first-order approximations in [3] for large positive x to regions 
close to the “turning point” z = 6. 
Let cr be a real number 0 < 0 < a/24, and 8 > 0 be an arbitrary small 
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number. Let T,, be the closed triangle with vertices b, h + 6 exp@(---rr/3 - o)ir 
b + 6 exp{;(& - 30)}, and 
Q+(S) = TIS n ({x: 1 x - b 1 < 6, -r/3 - TV < arg(x - b) < 2~r/3 - 35) 
u {z E R: x > b)). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p < min(2/3, (5/9)(m/3 + 9/4)-l} 6e a positive number. 
There exists a small E,, > 0 such that in the region: 
0 <e < co, x E Q+(e). (2.2) 
The system (2.1) has a fundamental matrix solution of the form: 
Y+(x, 4 = TkW+ W, 41 exp /-iy, NW @I 
x [I + R@, 41 exp 1e-l jbz k d5/, (2.31 
where 
1 1 1 
U4 9 1 46) = diag(Wj, h(t), h3(0), (2.4) x,2(z) 
where ~(f = &(~)(~~+,(5) - @+,(5) - 2U3 L,(~) + 2.W) &+2(t)) fof 
i = 1,2,3, and X,(f) = X,(e) if Y = s (mod 3). The 3 x 3 matrices F(a, c)., 
R(z, E) satisfy the conditions: 
F(z, c) = E(X - b)“l”-‘Q(x), 
where 
Q(4 = O(1) as x -+ co in (2.2) 
= O(,PW--W), x E Q+(e) n (x: j z - li [ < P), US E + o+ 
R(z, 6) = 0(~5/9--~(m/3+9/*) for x = Q+(P) n (z: [ z - b / ( EQ), as E -F 0’. 
While as z --+ +co, the jrst and second columns of &R(x, C) are un$ormly qf 
the order O(l z / --m/3--1) and the third column of &R(.z, C) is uniformly bounded 
forlargelxj,O <E <co. 6, is any arbitrarily small positive number. 
Remark. (i) Observe that from (1.3), we have N(e) = 1/(4(e - 6)) -!- 
O(l f - 6 [--1/2) as [ + 6. (ii) From (1.4), the diagonal terms of 
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have the property that for each i = 1,2,3, 
exp ]-&,, ri(ivm2 - Uh3 - 1w3 - M(5) a] ze3 
tends to a nonzero constant as x + + 03. 
Proof. The transformation Y = T(z)IV, z > Q+(6), 6 any positive small 
constant, transforms (2.1) into 
&W/dz = [diag(h,(z), h,(z), A&Z)) - ET-~(X) T’(x)] W, ’ = d1d.z. 
For convenience, let W,(y, c) = E’(y + b, E); then W,(y, E) satisfies 
l dWJdy = y”l”[H(y) - cy-/“-‘M(y)] W, 
fory~~+(6)={y~C:O#/y~<6,--?r/3-u<~gy<~/3-3u)U{y~Ii: 
y > 01, where we will always let y’ = / y lr eirarzu, argy = 0 when y > 0, and 
H(y) = y--m/3 diag(h(y + b), h,(y + b), h3(y + b)), WY) = Y’-‘(Y + 6) x 
T’(y + b). Calculations using (1.4) show that the matrix M(y) tends to finite 
limit as y -+ + co (see [3]) and is analytic and bounded for y ED+(S), by (1.3). 
To diagonalize M(y), we set FV’r = [I + my -/3-1Q1( y)] V, where the entries of 
Ql(y) are given by [Q1(y)lij = (1 - S.ij)ym~3[M(y)]ij[(hi - &)(y + b)]-l. Here 
1 < ;, j < 3 denote the (i,j)th entries of the corresponding matrices, and 6, is 
the Kronecker delta. Consequently, the second term of the coefficient matrix 
for the differential equation for I7 becomes diagonal, and the equation is given 
by the form: 
cdV/dy = y”l”{H(y) + cy-“I=[-M - QIH + HQ,](y) + (ey-“l”-‘)“K(y, c)}V. 
(2.6) 
To analyze the matrix K(y, E), y Ed+, we first observe that Q,(y) tends to 
finite limit as y -+ + CD, and is of the order O(ym13-lj2) as y + Of. Hence, the 
quantity [I + .~y”l~-~Qr(y)]-l can be expressed as I - cy”l”-‘Qr(y) + 
(~y-~1s-1)@(y~/s-1~2)20(l) for all E > 0, y EL?+(~) as ~y-~/~ + 0. Further, using 
the fact that H(y) is bounded for large y, of O(ymj3) as y -+ 0, and checking 
the order of magnitude for the products of H, M, Q, , Qr’, etc., in the calculation 
of K( y, E), one concludes that K( y, ) E is b ounded for 0 < E < 1 for ally E a+(S) 
restricted to a positive distance from 0. Moreover, c41gK(y, G) + 0, if eyp3i2 + 0 
forallyEQ+n{y:jy/ <6},0<~<1. 
We will now construct a column vector solution for (2.6) of the form 
V’(Y, c) = exp I-LrN(t + b) dt/ [diag(l, 0, 0) + Rr(y + 6, c)] 
x exp [l/e Jy h,(t + b) dt1 (2.7) 
0 
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for y E 8+(S), E > 0 su ffi ciently small, with Rt(y + b, C) satisfying the properties 
as described in the statement of the theorem for the first column of R(.z, E)% 
withy = B - 6, E in the appropriate regions which we will now construct. 
Let &(y) = Joy {h,(t + b) - A1(t + b)) dt be defined in a neighborhood 
of y = 0, with 1 argy 1 < 2z-13 - 0. By (1.3), we have &(y) = -(4,/3) ciy3ia +- 
O(l y iz). The images of the rays argy = 27r/3 - 2cr, --r/3 - 20 in the f,,-plane 
tend to the origin at angles 42 - 3u and -z- - 3a, respectively. The function 
{a,(y) extends analytically along the axis y > 0 whose image extends vertically 
downward on the &r-plane. Let K be a large constant; for h sufficiently small, 
the function &r(y) extends analytically and univalently on the set 3 = 
(y: -rr/3 - 20 < arg y < 2~-13 - 2a, O+ lyl <K, /Imy\ <h). (Note 
that hj(y + b), j = 1,2,3 is uniquely continued for y E 9 so as to agree with 
previous definitions for y > 0. The univalent property for tzL(y) can be 
justified by analyzing the curves (y: Re E,,(y) = constant).) For each j VJ j + g) 
sufficiently small, &,@) n (6,: Re Ezl = w > is a connected vertical line segment 
whose preimage in the y-plane leads to a point with i y / = R and contains a 
point with argy = 2?r/3 - 3G or --n/3 - G, respectively, for w > 0 or w < 0. 
Further, for 8 > 0 sufficiently small, the set s@> = (y: 0 f 1 y 1 < 8, 
-v/3 - G < arg y < 2~13 - 3G) is contained in 9; and by reducing 8 if 
necessary, we may assume that for each zu E s(8), the curve I(m) = {y E 9: 
Re eel(y) = Re f2r(zu)} is a connected curve in the y-plane satisfying properties 
just described. For such 8 > 0, let @?) be the set of all I(W), ‘w E s(8). (See 
Fig. 1.) 
FIG. 1. Regions on the y-plane, y = z - 13. 
For large y, &(y -/- 6) behaves essentiaIiy as dye@. Using this property 
Leung [3] constructed an unbounded domain OK containing the set (y: y E gY 
1 y [ = K) u {y E R: y > K} such that DK has the following properties: 
(1) hj(y + b), j = 1,2, 3, are uniquely extended continuously from the real 
line throughout DK closure; (2) for each y. E DK closure, the line {yO + t: t > O> 
is contained in DK; (3) for each ys E DK closure, there exist paths r,(y,) and 
ra(y,,), which are contained in D, except possibly the pointy@ , extending from 
y,, to co such that Re f,,(s) and Re &r(s) tend monotonically to fco as s+ cc 
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along r3(yo) or r3(yo), respectively, (&(s) = JYJ (&(t + b) - Al(t + b)) Lzt); 
(4) for y1 and ya in D, , with 1 yr 1 = 1 ya [ large enough, one circular arc 
centered at 0, joining yr to ye , is contained in DK; further, for any ys E Dx 
closure, if wa in DK closure is close enough toy,, , then Re &r(s) and Re &i(s) tend 
to + 03 whenever 1 s ] + co in a way such that s stays on the circular arc in 
D, , centered at 0, joining respectively rr,(y,,) to J’,(w,) and r,(y,,) to J’a(zu,J. 
The region &@) U DK contains the horizontal translate a+(S) of Q+(S) for 
6 > 0 sufficiently small. To prove (2.7), we will transform (2.6) into an integral 
equation in the region g(8) u D, . First, the transformation 
transforms (2.6) into the differential equation 
dxjdr = 
I 
f [dkdh(y + b), UY + b), h,(y + @) - UY + 44 
+ ,5’sy-“‘3-2Q’sKl(y, c) X, 
I (2.9) 
where K,(y, l ) = exp(jil N(t + 6) dt) K(y, c) exp{-fs”, lV(t + b) rlt). Note that 
N is exactly the diagonal matrix y-r[M + QrH - HQr], and hence the first 
exponential factor in (2.8) serves to cancel the second term on the right side 
of (2.6). The first two diagonal terms of N(y + b) are of the form l/(43’) + 
O(l y j-l/*) as y + Of and the third diagonal term tends to a nonzero constant 
as y --f O+; further, as y + + co, calculations using (1.4) and (2.5) show that 
each diagonal term of exp(-J,” N([ + 6) d{} is of the form y-“l”[c + o(y)], 
c + 0 [See Leung [3, p. 1961). Consequently, K,(y, E) is bounded by a constant 
for 0 < E < 1, all yEa+@) restricted to a positive distance from 0; and 
E~/~K,(Y, E) is bounded by B ] y I-1/4 for some constant B, if ](~y-a’~)/ is small, 
forallyEG+n{y:Iy] <8},0<~<1. 
Finally, we now transform (2.9) into a Volterra integral equation by the 
method of variation of parameters. For eachyO E ~@8)\0, , let P,(y,), i = 1,2,3, 
be the path starting from y0 extending along the curve Re &r = constant in 
the direction of decreasing Im &r , until it reaches a point y0 at the boundary of 
D, , and then extending horizontally to the right to infinity for i = 1, or along 
ri( y,,), respectively, to infinity for i = 2, 3. For each y0 E D, , let P,(yJ be the 
path starting fromy, extending horizontally to the right to infinity, and P,(ys) = 
ri(yO), for i = 2,3. By the way G(8) and D, are constructed, we have Pi(yO) C 
g(8) u DK whenever y0 E a(8) U D, . Clearly Re &r(s) is nondecreasing and 
tends to +co, as s tends to infinity along P,(y,,). For 8 sufficiently small the 
slopes of the curves Re &.. = constant in G(8) vary roughly from tan(-r/3 + o) 
to tan(?r/6 + o) when they are close to y = 0; further when R is sufficiently 
small these curves in 9 have small slopes when they are bounded away from zero. 
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Consequently, for 8 sufficiently small, Re &( ) s is nondecreasing and tends to 
+ a3 as s moves forward along P,(y,,). 
For yE&1(8)UDK, 0 < E < 1, consider the integral equation associated 
with (2.9) 
. 
X(y, c) = xg - E5iS J Cl(Y) 
exp diag [ 
x s-m’3-W9K1(s, E) X(s, E) ds, (2.10) 
where X0 = diag(1, 0, 0); C,(y) is a system of 3 paths P,(y), i = 1, 2, 3, while 
we integrate the ith entry of the column along P,(y); and &(s,J~) = 
J-1 [&(t + b) - hj(t + b)] dt, 1 ,< i,j < 3. From the slopes of the curves Re t,, = 
constant, we see that-I(? s E p,(y), i = 1,2, 3, is uniformly bounded by 
a constant for ally E B(S). From the direction of the paths, and the estimates on 
K1(y, c) below (2.9), it is evident that if /( X(S, <)]I < 1 for all s E P,(y), d = 1,2, 3, 
y E g(8) U DK , 0 < E < 1, then the norm of the whole expression following’,X,, 
in (2.10) is bounded by EB 1 y I- rrLi3-1 for y bounded away from 0, and by 
E5/9$j / y pL/3--2-1/4 f or / ~y-~/$ / sufficiently small, y ELG@l 17 (y: 1 y / < Sj, 
0 < E < 1. Here i? is a positive constant. Hence, by the standard Picard’s 
iteration procedure, for y E S?(s) u D, there exists an us > 0 such that if 
0 < E < E,, and 1 ~y-~/” j, 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ / are sufficiently small, Eq. (2.10) has a 
bounded holomorphic solution. Note that E has to be reduced so that j ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is small enough for Picard’s iteration to become a contraction; also y in Q(8) u D, 
has to be restricted to where j cye3p 1 is small such that the estimate on Kr(s, e) 
is valid. Although the paths of integration do not tend to a fixed point, property 
(4) for region DK ensures that the iterates converge to a holomorphic solution of 
the differential equation (2.9). Iterating from X = X0, one can estimate that the 
bounded solution described is of the form 
4Y, 4 = XJ + R”(y, 4, (2.11) 
where for each y E g(8) u D, , 0 < E < co, provided that / Ey-3!2 j and 
j E5/9y-?n/3-9!4 I are small enough, then 
for 1-v / 2 8 
(2.12) 
< &9B ] y I--m13-9/4 for I y 1 < 8. 
Here B is a constant. Formula (2.11) and transformation (2.8) thus imply 
the existence of a solution of Eq. (2.6) of the form V(y, c) as stated in (2.7). 
Further, combining the transformations described in the first paragraph 
y(z, 6) = T(rz)[li + .(z - b)-m:3-1Ql(z - b)] V(z - b, e) 
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and formula (2.7), we obtain a solution for Eq. (2.1) of the form described by the 
first column on the right side of (2.3). Of course, @y, c) is simply the first 
column of R(y + b, e). The estimates in (2.12) lead to the order estimates for 
the first column of R(z, 6) in region (2.2), as stated in the theorem. 
To prove that there exists a column solution of (2.1) satisfying the properties 
of the second column of Y+(z, G), replace the role of h,(y) by h,(y) in the natural 
manner in (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10). In (2.10), the terms &r(s, y), i = 1,2, 3, 
should be respectively replaced by tie(s, y), i = 1,2, 3. The paths C,(y) should 
be changed to C,(y). In G(S), the paths stay unchanged because Re h,(y) g 
Re h,(y) for y close to the real axis, and &r(s, y) = --fpz(s, y). However, D, may 
actually have to be defined differently with essentially the same four properties 
listed before, with the role of A, replaced by ha . The paths will thus be changed 
naturally in D, . Essentially, the new g(8) u D, still contains a+(S), S > 0 
sufficiently small; and the contraction argument gives the solution of the required 
form. 
To prove that (2.1) has a solution of the form described by the third column 
of Y+(s, E), replace the role of hr(y) by h&y) in (2.7) to (2.10), rather than by 
X,(y), as in the last paragraph. In (2.10), the terms t,r(s, y) should be replaced 
by &s(s, y). Let g,@) be a(S) with Tbs U {x: 2rr/3 - 3a < arg z < 2~13 - 20 
or -7r/3 - 2~ < arg z < -43 - a} deleted. Let &(S) = {y: j y 1 > K, 
la, < Imy < h*} where h, , ha are respectively the imaginary parts of the 
lowest and highest points of &(S) n {y: ( y / = K) closure. The integral 
equation (2.10) will be considered for y eg,,(s^) u B,(S) r) Q+(S), with paths 
C,(y) replaced by C,(y): pi(y), i = 1,2, 3 defined as follows. For each 
y E g,,@)\&(8), let PI(y) = pa(y) be paths starting from y, parametrized along 
the curves Re ear = const. in the reverse direction as PI(y), until they reach 
the line segment Z(g) joining Se’ +-71/s-o) and &(a~/a-s~), or they reach the line 
arg y = 2~/3 - 30, or --n/3 - 0, and then following along Z(S) U {y: 1 y j > 8, 
argy = 2~/3 - 30 or -43 - U> in the direction of increasing Imy until 
a highest point on the boundary of g(S) is reached. Such paths are well defined 
for sufficiently small S > 0. For y E fi&), let pi(y) = p,(y) be the paths 
starting from y, going horizontally to the left until they reach a point j: E ga(S) 
with modulus K, then following along Fr(y) to the fixed point described 
immediately above. For eachy E g,,(S)\& , let pa(y) be the path starting fromy, 
parametrized along the curve Re far = const. in the direction of P,(y) until 
it reaches a point with modulus K, then following horizontally to the right to 
infinity. For y E a, , let pa(y) be the path starting from y, following horizontally 
to the right to infinity. For K sufficiently large, S sufficiently small Re{A,(y) - 
ha(y)}, i = 1,2, is negative for y E &(S). Further, for S sufficiently small, the 
direction of the curve PI(y), implies that Re EiQ(s, y), i = 1, 2, is nonincreasing 
as s moves along PI(y) in Z&(S) as well (Note: This is true even as s moves up 
along the left boundary.) In (2.10), we now integrate the ith entry along pi(y), 
and the Picard’s iteration provides a solution of the form described by the 
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third column of Y+(,z, E). Notice, since we integrate the first and second entries 
backward from large y, the order estimate is different from the previous cases 2s 
x-+ Co. 
In the next two theorems, two fundamental matriY solutions of (2.1) will be 
constructed by means of Airy’s function. They will have approximate formulas 
in bounded sectors in the z-plane, with vertex z = b, as E --f O+. Their relation- 
ship with Y+(z, E), as E + O+, will be considered in Section 5. 
Let FJ, > 0 be a small number, and S(p) = (z: [ x - b j < ,u>. For 0 < G < ,124, 
let Q,+) = S(p) n (z: -r/3 - a/2 < arg(x - b) < 2~13 - 4~~1). 
THEoREnt 2.2. For- co > 0 su$Eciently small, system (2.1) has a fundamental 
matrix solutiola of the form 
in the region 
x E am, 0 < E < Eg ) (2.14) 
Here G(x, 6) = G,(Z) + Gl(z, E), where G,(x) is holomorphic fir z E S(p) with 
1 
W) + 1 ii@] [ --:,@I ‘: 3, 
h,“(b) h,“(b) + 2&(b) h,“(b) 0 0 I 
aTzd Gl(z, E) is holomorphic itz Z, E and uniformly of the order O(E) for x E Z(,LL), 
O<E<EO . B(x, l ) is a 3 x 3 block diagoizal matrix of the form 
B(z, 4 = Bd.4 + 4(x, 4, 
where for k” f 0 in Qbl(p) 
(2.15) 
with Q(Z), j@(x) being 2 x 2 matrix functions, holmnorphic for z E S(p), and t(g) 
being holomorphic foT x in the interior of S(p) satisfying t(b) = 0, (dt/dx)(b) - 
-@ < 0, P = 1 t je exp& arg t>, 7~7/3 < arg t < l IV/~, 
Q(b) = [$) ; I I JO(b) =I? 
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p(x) is a holomorphicfunction in the interior of S(p) satisfying p(b) = 1. B,(x, c) 
is a 3 x 3 block matrix satisfying: 
/ B&T, c)I < C 1 c(z - b)-‘14 1 
foF (x, c) in pegion (2.14), where C is a constant. A(e) is given by (2.4). In fact 
(2.16) 
where the choice of root is determined by (dt/d,z)(b) == -&3 < 0. 
Proof. Let 
42, = -X,(z) &(z) X,(z) + h,(x) 
[ 0 1 0 
0 
0 0 h3c4 1 
which can be holomorphically continued in the full neighborhood S(p). ,$((x) is 
pointwise similar to A(z) in S(p), and elementary calculations show that the 
invariant polynomials (i.e., invariant factors) of A(z) are the same as that of A(z) 
for each x E S(p). Further, the degrees of each of these polynomials are constant 
in S(,u). By Wasow [12], ,4(z) and A( z are holomorphically similar in S(p) in ) 
the sense that there exists a nonsingular holomorphic matrix P(z) in S(p) such 
that P-l(z) A(x) P(x) = -8(x) th ere and P(b) = G,(b). The transformation 
Y = P(z)LV transforms (2.1) into 
~d@‘/dx = (&.z) - ,P-‘(z) P’(z)}@ x E w- (2.17) 
The matrix &z) is block diagonal in S(,u), where the eigenvalues of the two 
blocks are unequal. There exists a transformation lv = G(z, E)B where G(x, l ) 
is holomorphic in E, ,z E Sk) satisfying G(z, C) -CF=‘=, G,(z) 8 as E + Of 
uniformly for z E S(p) and G,(z) are holomorphic, e,,(b) = I, transforming (2.17) 
into 
C&/&Z = {L4(z) + diag(Brl(x, E), P(.z, c)))F (2.18) 
for small E > 0, z E S(p). EP(z, E), P( z E are respectively 2 x 2 and 1 x 1 , ) 
blocks which are of the order O(E) and are holomorphic there (see Wasow [lo]). 
To find a fundamental matrix solution for the 2 x 2 uncoupled block sub- 
system in (2.18), we proceed to transform it into the Airy’s equation. Using 
the criterior for holomorphic similarity described above, one first deduces there 
exists a holomorphic 2 Y 2 matrix Q(z) in S(p) such that the transformation 
col.(Z, , ti,) = exp 1; 1’ [4(s) + WI ds) Sk) co&% ,4 (2.19) 
0 
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transforms the first block subsystem in (2.18) into 
for small E > 0, x E S(p). Here P = col.(fir , 5’s , ??a), and C(x, cj is holomorphic, 
with uniform asymptotic series CF==, C,.(x) EI as E + Of, z E S&L), and C,.(z) are 
holomorphic. Note that (1/4)(h, - A,)” = [(1/2)(h, + A.J]” - A,,\, is holomorphic 
for z E S(p). Next, by the holomorphic change of independent variable t = t(z) 
described in (2.16), and a transformation 
one can transform (2.20) into 
(2.21) 
(2.22j 
for small E > 0, z E Sb). In (2.21), l(t, 6) is a suitable 2 x 2 matrix, holo- 
morphic in (t, E), for t E t(S(p)), 0 < E < E,, , with uniform asymptotic series 
Cr=, Jr(t) E’~, as E -+ Of. jr(t) holomorphic and 10(Oj = I. (See, e.g., Hanson and 
Russell [2] .) 
Equation (2.22) has a fundamental matrix solution of the form 
t” = / t lJi exp{i olarg t}, 7~r/3 < arg t < 11~/3, for t in a deleted neighborhood 
oft=O,O<<< Ed, where the 2 x 2 matrix funtion E(t, E) is of the order 
O(l et@/2 1) when t is restricted to the argument just described. Transformations 
(2.19), (2.21) and formula (2.23) give two independent solutions for Eq. (2.18j 
with approximation in region (2.14). Note that the first column in (2.23) is 
subdominant for t satisfying 9r/3 < arg t < ll~r/3, and hence should be 
subdominant for small x satisfying 0 < arg(z - b) < 2+3; consequentIyz 
the function t3iz should correspond to 
3 5 ~ 
s - b 
for z E Q,+j. 
Finally, letting G(x, c) = P(z) G(z, c), using the results of c1 , ‘3, described 
in the last paragraph, and integrating the scalar equation for ?i3 in (2.1X), one 
obtains a solution of the form Yb for Eq. (2.1) as stated in the theorem. 
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Naturally, J,,(z) = JJt(z)). Note also that g((b) has the property 
Remark. The first entry of the first and second column of (2.23) corresponds 
respectively to 1 2 1 6 2(n) 1 E- 1 e- 6,Wni~&(~&G) and 2(,$/2) E-l/sW-1Ai(W2te-2/3). 
Here Ai designates the Airy’s function, w = e2/3(nii) (See Wasow [lo, pp. 125, 
1361). 
Let B > 0 be an arbitrary small number, and .Q2b2(p) = S(,u) n {x: 6 < 
arg(x - b) < ZT + 8). 
THEOREM 2.3. For E,, > 0 suficiently small, system (2.1) has a fundamental 
matrix solution of the form 
in the region 
u” E Qt12(P), 0 < E < 60. (2.25) 
Here G(x, c) is as described in Theorem 2. B(x, E) is a 3 x 3 block diagonal nzatrix 
of the form B(x, E) = B,(z) + B,(z, E), where for z # 0 in J&“(p), B,(z) is again 
described by formula (2.154, changing the arguments to 3rr < arg t(z) < 4x + 28 
for evaluating t”. (Q(Z), t(x), Jo(z), p( x are defined in the full neighborhood S(,u) ) 
in Theorem 2, and are unchanged here.) B,( z E is a 3 x 3 block matrix satisfying , ) 
1 &(x, c)I < C 1 ,(.z - b)-‘i4 1 for (z, c) in (2.25), where C is a constant. 
Proof. Perform exactly the same transformations as in the proof of the last 
theorem. As a fundamental matrix solution for Eq. (2.22), we replace the one 
described by formula (2.23) valid for 7~7/3 < arg t < 11~/3 by the one described 
by the same formula, however, valid for 9n/3 < arg t < 13rr/3. Following, 
the procedures as described in the last paragraph of the proof of the last theorem, 
we obtain the present results as stated. 
Remark. The first entry of the first and second column of the fundamental 
matrix defined above corresponds respectively to 2(,)1iz,-1/6e-(516)?iiAi(Wt~-2:3) 
and -2(~)1iz,-1j6~~i(te-2/3). 
3. SOLUTIONS WITH FORMULAS BETWEEN a AND b 
We now construct two fundamental systems of solutions of (2.1), with 
approximate formulas valid in the interval (a + C, b - C), .C > 0 arbitrarily 
small. These formulas will also be valid in certain parts near z = a, b away 
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from the real axis, so that their relationship with Yb(z, E) and Y&z, e) can be 
found, as E ---f Of. These relationships will be found in Section 5. 
Let w > 0 be a sufficiently small number which will be determined later, 
For each E” > 0, let S(Z) be the open bounded polygon on the x-plane (Fig. 2j 
enclosed by the six lines II = (G: x = t It 2&, a < t < /I), Z, = {z: x = 
(6 + 2Ei) $- eio%, t > 0}, Z3 = {x x. = (6 - C) + 29, -co -=c t < a}, I4 = 
{z:~=t--2&,a~t~b},Z,=(z:x=(a+E”)+e-iwt,-~<t<c0~, 
l6 = (z: x = (a + 2&) + e--iw&, t < 01. 
FIG. 2. The region 9(T) on the z-plane. 
Remarks. Suppose 0 < 8 < ~713, the regions (2: EI < j x - b j < 2, 
rr/3 - 8 < arg(x - b) < ~1 and (z: d < / z - a 1 < 2E”, 0 < arg(z - a) < 
2rr/3 + 8) are contained in 9°C) closure provided that W < tan-r{@,in(w/3 - 8)). 
THEOREM 3.1. There exist positive constants p, q, q < min(1, Sj(Sp), 
(P + nz/3 + 1)-Y, and a small E~ > 0 such that for 0 < E < cl , z E SF(cj, 
< = 8, the system (2.1) has fmdamental matrix solutiom of the forms: 
(3.1) 
x [I -t Ra(z, e)] exp /cl f* A(E) d5/, (3.2) 
‘0. 
where T(z), A(E), N(t) are desmi6ed by (2.4) and (2.5). Fb(x, E), P(x, E), Rb(z, E), 
R”(x, 6) are 3 x 3 matrices satisfJGng the follwwi?ig conditions: Fb(,z, c) = 
E(Z - 6)-“‘/“-‘Q”(z), where / Qb(x)\ < CE-“, and / Rb(z, e)i < CE~/~Z-“, fap 
0 < E < eI , z E -F(G) (C, p are positive constants independent of c.) P(x, E), 
R”(z, 6) satisfy respectively the same conditions as Fb(z, f), Rb(z, Ej, with b rep&x$ 
by a ilz each equation and inequality. 
Ppoof- Let l+‘(z, E>, f/ti,(y, E), IT(y), WY), &(v), K(y, E), x = y + 6 be 
defined in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, with x E S(Z). 
The transformation Y( y + b) = T(y + b)[I + q-t+-rQ,(y)]V transforms 
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(2.1) into (2.6). The matrices H(y), M(y), Qi(y), e41sK(y, 6) are of the order 
o(c-q, z = y + b E F(C), f or some p, > 0. To obtain Y&(X, E), we simply 
have to show that (2.6) has column vector solutions of the form 
for each j = 1,2, 3, where Ej = col@,, , Ssj, S,), aii Kronecker delta, and 
li$(y + b, c) are column vectors satisfying the same conditions described for 
the columns of Rb(y + b, c). For j = 1, we use transformation (2.8) with S, 
replaced by -4, to transform (2.6) into (2.9) for z = y + 6 ES(Z), where 
l 4’sK1( y, 6) is now of the order O(?pl-1/4), as E-O+. It remains to transform (2.9) 
to an integral equation analogous to (2.10) for y + b E g(c) closure, now with 
C,(y) being a system of 3 paths pii’( i = 1,2, 3, inside F(Z) - 6 closure 
starting from y, ending at a point on the boundary of S(h) - b such that 
&(s, y) is nonincreasing as s moves along the corresponding pil(y). Picard’s 
iteration will obtain the first column for YiB(z, E), with the first column of 
Rb(y + b, E) of the order O(E~&-“), as E + 0+, y + b E S(C), p = p, + 
m/3 + 9/4. 
We will show that there exists a small w > 0, such that for E” sufficiently small, 
C,(y) can be constructed to have the properties just described for each y + b E 
S(Z) closure. Let y E (0, (6 - a)/2) b e so small that in B(y) = {x: a - y ,( Re x < 
b + y, 1 Im z 1 < y>, the curves Re jf (A, - A,)(t) dE = 0 have tangents with 
slopes close to 0, tan(&2r/3) near b, and the curves Re si (A, - A,)(.$) dt = 0 
have tangents with slopes close to 0, tan(-&/3) near Q. Moreover, we may 
assume that the cuts lb , Z, do not intersect these curves in B(y) except at x = b, 
a,&nl,nB(y) = @,andthatl,, b I both intersect the lower boundary of B(y). 
Reduce y > 0 to such that 1 arg(h, - A,)(z)l < 42 - 2E for all x E B’(y) = 
B(y)\& U lb) and 1 arg(h, - h,)(z)l < 7r/2 - 2c” for all z E B’(y) n {z: 1 z - b 1 < y}, 
where e is some positive constant. Let 0 < 8 < 7r/3, choose a positive w < 
*min{tan+($sin(7r/3 - 8)) , c”, 7r/3) to be used in defining S(Z). For each positive 
0 < y, let B”(U) be the open polygon S(u) n {z: Re z > b - ~(1 + 2/tan w)), 
which is the set of all points in S(c) with real parts greater than that of the right 
lower vertex of F(U). In order to ensure pal(y) can be properly constructed for 
z =y + b close to b in 9(a), we let 7 E (0, y) be such that for each y* E (O,?], 
B”(y*) C B’(y) and that Re j: (ha - X,)(t) df is increasing as z moves along 
the directions: 
(1) (6 - y*) + e%, for increasing t, along the boundary of B”(y*); 
(2) horizontally to the right in B”(y*) n {z:- Re x < b); 
(3) D + &et for increasing t, w/2 < 0 < w, as long as (0 + eist) E B”(y*) n 
{x: Re z > b}. 
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Such 7 > 0 exists because we have ji (A, - h,)(E) df = -$ti(z - b)3/2 + 
O() x - b 1”) as x -+ b. Finally, in order to ensure p21(y) can be properly con- 
structed for z in s(o) outside B”(o), we let 9 E (0, 7) such that for each positive 
Y ** (9, andxin 
y**(2 - tan W) 
s’ a - tan w - tan(w/2) 
<Rex<b--**cotw,IImzj <6y**/ 
Re 1: (A2 - h)(t) dS . IS increasing as x moves along curves whose tangents has 
slopes between &tan w, in the direction of increasing real part. (See Fig. 3.) 
For each positive ? < 5, and y + b E S(E) (overbar denotes closure), we 
construct C,(y) as follows. Let y + b E F(Z) n ((,a: Re z 3 b> u I,), define 
p21(y) to be the path starting from y, parametrized along the straight line 
toward the vertex of S(Z) - b on Is n Zs - b until it is reached; let y + b G 
p(Z) n (z: Re x < 61, define p21(y) to be the path starting from y parametrized 
along the horizontal line toward the right until a pointy E ({z: Re z > bf u &) - b 
is reached, then along p21( j); let y + b E S(Z) n (B”(E”))~, define psi(y) to be 
a path in g(c) - b starting from y moving in the direction of increasing real part, 
with tangents having slopes in (-tan W, tan w), until a point 7 on p(E”) - b is 
reached, then parametrized along p21( 7). By properties (l), (31, and (2) for 37 
(>E), 6r(s, y) is nonincreasing as s moves along p21(y) while s + b is on 
p(Z) n ({z: Re x > b) w I,}, and on B”(c) n {x: Re z < b>. By the choice of 9 
(>c), &&, y) is nonincreasing as s moves along psi(y) while s + b E p[?) n 
(B”(?))C. For p31, define p31(y) = psi(y), for each y + b E -F(c). The term 
&(s, y) is nonincreasing as s moves along p31(y) while s + b E g(.?), because 
/ arg(h, - A,)(s + b)/ < 42 - 2~5, 0 < w < P for Z < y. Finally, fit(y), 
y E s(F) - b, can be defined to be any path in s(E) - b, starting at y, ending at 
a fixed point. By choosing q > 0 such that q < .5/(9p), Picard’s iteration provides, 
as in Theorem 2.1, a, solution V{y, E) of the form (3.3) for j = 1, where y + h E 
g(G), E > 0 sufhciently small. 
To obtain the solution of (2.6) of the form (3.3) forj = 2,3, interchange the 
role of A, with A, , As , respectively, in transformation (24, with 6, replaced by 
-8, . It remains to construct systems of paths C,(y), C,(y) in S(Z), y + b ES(Z) 
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so that &&, Y), fi3(s, Y> are nonincreasing as s moves along C,(y), C,(y), respec- 
tively, for each i = 1,2, 3. Here, C.(y), f or eachj = 2,3, is a system of 3 paths 
pij(y), i = 1,2, 3, starting at y. Set p$j(y) = prl(y),j = 2, 3, for each y + 6 E 
F(Z). For y + 6 E g(E”) n (B”(z))~, d e fi ne p?(y) to be a path in g(c) - b 
starting from y, moving in the direction of decreasing real part, with tangents 
having slopes in (-tan w, tan w) in such a way so that it eventually reaches the 
vertex (1s n Z6) - b of 9(c) - b; for y + b E j?(c) n {.z Re z < 6}, define 
prl”(y) to be the path starting from y parametrized along the horizontal line 
toward the left until a pointy’ on (g(c) n (Z3”(?))c) - b is reached, then param- 
etrized along pr”(y’); for y + 6 E B”(E) n (z: Re z > 6}, parametrize PI”(y) 
along a straight line from y to a point y” in B”(k) - b with Re(y”) = 0, then 
parametrize along pr”(y”) toward the left. On pr2(y), s essentially moves in the 
reverse direction as on pal(y), hence by exactly the same reason f&s, y) is non- 
increasing as s moves along Z?r2( y). For pa2( y), withy + b E g(c) n (z: Re x > a}, 
we define it to be the path starting from y parametrized horizontally to the right 
until a point 7 E B”(Z) - b is reached, then parametrized along pal( 7); if 
y + b E g(c) n {z: Re z < a}, parametrize Paz(y) along a straight line from y 
to a point 9 E g(c) - b with Re( j + 6) = a, then following along pa2( j). 
The curves Re s: (Aa - h,)(t) d[ = constant can be analyzed in the neigh- 
borhood x = a in the same way as the curves Re s: (A, - h,)(t) de = constant 
in the neighborhood of z = b. By reducing E if necessary, the symmetry of the 
situation implies that S.&s, y) is nonincreasing as s moves along Paz(y) in 
(g(z) n {x: Re z < a}) - b. Further, the fact that 0 < w < c”, 1 arg(h, - AZ) 
(s + b)l < 42 - 2c”, for s + b E g(c) n B”(c) implies that sa2(s, y) is non- 
increasing as s moves along pe2(y) in (g(c) n {x: Re x > u}) - b, for 2 sufli- 
ciently small. 
Finally, we now construct p?, i = 1,2. For y + b E g(c) n ({z: Re x < a> u Z,), 
let pii” be the path parametrized along a straight line from y to the vertex 
(1s n I,) - b of g(g). For y + b E 9(‘(z) n {x: a < Re x < b), parametrize 
pz3(y) along a horizontal line toward the left from y until a point y is reached, 
whereg + b E {z: Re x = a} u Z5 , then follow along pi3( 7). For y + 6 E F(E) n 
{Re x > b), parametrize pii” along PI”(y) until a pointy” with Re(y”) = 0 is 
reached, then parametrize along pi3(y”) toward the left. It is clear from the above 
paragraphs that t33i(s, y) is nonincreasing as s moves along pii”( This completes 
the proof for the existence of a fundamental matrix solution of the form (3.1). 
For a fundamental matrix solution of the form (3.2), we construct in essentially 
the same way as above, where we let z = y + a and proceed with a transforma- 
tion Y(y + a) = T(y + a)[1 + P(y + a, G)] k’(y, G). The matrixP(y + u, G) 
is defined in terms of the off-diagonal elements of T-l(y + a) T’(y + LZ) so as 
to diagonalize the second term of the coefficient matrix of the differential equation 
for V. The details are essentially analogous. 
Remarks. We have chosen q < (p + 43 + 1)-l in Theorem 3.1 so that 
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both P(z, E), Fb(z, G) tend to zero for ,z E P(8) as E -+ O+. Further, the results 
of the theorem are true for any smaller positive q. 
4. SOLUTIONS WITH FORMULAS FOR LARGE NEGATIVE x, OR NEAR z = a 
Finally, we now construct two fundamental systems of solution of (2.lj with 
approximations near z = a, by means of Airy’s functions; and construct one 
fundamental system with formula valid for large negative .z as well. The relation- 
ship of these solutions with those in Sections 2, 3 wiIl be considered in Section 5. 
Let p > 0 be a small number and Sa(p) = (z: j x - cz j < i-L). For 0 < c < 
n/24, 8 > 0 arbitrarily small, let 
Gal = S&p) n (x: 177/3 + 4f~ < arg(z - a) < 4~f/3 + a/2) 
.Qa2 = S,(p) n (z: -e < arg(z - U) < r - ej 
THEOREM 4.1. For e0 > 0 suficiently small, system (2.1) has fundamentnl 
matrix solutions of the form: 
Y:(z, l ) = G,(z, c) Bai(x, E) exp 1: Jaz /l(e) dc/ (4.1) 
i = 1, 2, in the correspondiltg regions 
x E Qd(p), 0 < E <CO’ (4.2i) 
Here G,(z, l ) = G,,,(z) + G&Z, e) zuhere G&z) is holomorphic for .Z E S&L) with 
and Gnr(z, e) is lwlomorphic in Z, E and uniformly of the order O(E) for x E S(p), 
0 <E < EO’ Bai(z, C) are 3 x 3 block diagonal matrices of the form: 
B,i(z, 4 = B,&) + B:,(z, 4 
where for x # 0 in sZ,(p) 
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with &(z), JaO(x) being 2 x 2 matrix functions, holomorphic for z E S,(p) and 
T(Z) being holomorphic for z in the interior of S&L) satisfying r(a) = 0, 
(dT/dx)(a) > 0, F = 1 T Ia exp{iol arg T}, arg T(X) chosen as 0 for x > a, and 
extended continuously in .C?,l u Oba; 
pa(z) is a Iwlomorphic function in t& interior of S&L) satisfying p,(a) = 1. 
Bi,(x, E) are 3 x 3 block matrices atisfying 
[ E&(x, E)j < C ( E(Z - a)-‘14 [, 
i = 1,2, for (z; E) ils corresponding (4.2{), where C is a constant. A(f) is given 
by (2.4). In fact, 
T(X) = 2 [I 3 z h,(s) - As(S) ds v3 2 1 7 a (4.4) 
where the choice of root is determi?zed by (dT/dz)(a) > 0. 
Remarks. h,(x) is analytic in a neighborhood of 2 = a. h,(z), &(z) have 
convergent series in 52,+) u $I,+) of the form h,(z) = /?,, - /$(.z - a)l/s + ‘me, 
&(.4 = PO + W<x - aY2 + -*, fro real, PI > 0, (x - a)1/2 = 1 x - a /1/2 X 
exp(i &arg(x - a)], -0 < arg(x - a) < 4~73 + a/2. The representation for 
‘Yai(x, E) is not valid in region (4.2j), when i # j. 
Let CJ be a real number 0 < u < n/24, and 6 > 0 be an arbitrary small 
number. Let TaB be the closed triangle with vertices a, a + 6 exp(i(?r/3 + 30)}, 
a + 6 exp{i(6/3 + o)], and 
Q-(S) = T$ n ((x 1 z - a 1 < 6,7r/3 + 30 < arg(x - a) < 47r/3 + u] 
u (z E R: z < a>). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p < min(2/3, (5/9)(m/3 + 9/4)-l} be a positive number. 
There exists a small E,, > 0 such that in the region: 
0 < E < co, 2 E J-2-(@), (4.5) 
the system (2.1) bus a fundamental matrix solution of the form: 
X !I1 + R,(z, 41 exp ]e-l[ 46) @-I, (4.6) 
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fffhm T@), N(f), .JE) are as described in Theorem 2.1. The 3 x 3 matrices 
F,(z, E), R&i, e) satisfy the conditions: 
F&z, E) = ~(2. - a)-“+lQ&), 
$?a(4 = 00) asx+--ain(4.5) 
= qEPb7r/3-1/2)), z E GL(@) n (2: i z - a / < Eo>, as E 3 Of. 
R,(z, 6) = O(E~/~-~(~~~/~+~/~)) for z E Q.J@) n (z: 1 z - a j < 83, as E + Of. 
While as z ---f -CO, the second atzd third columns of ~R,(z, C) are uniformly of 
the order O(i ,z l--n1,‘3-1), and th e rs co umn of e-lR,(z, C) is uniformly bowzded ji t I 
fo~large/Z/,O<e<~,. S, is azy arbitrarily small positive zumber. 
Proof. The proof is exactly analogous to that for Theorem 2.1. Details will 
thus be omitted. 
5. CONNECTIONS 
The fundamental matrices constructed in Sections 2, 3, and 4 are solutions of 
the same equation (2.1). They are related to each other by expressions of E alone. 
These connection relationships will be found in this section, as E -+ O+. Through 
these connection formulas, one can find the behavior of any particular solution 
globally as x moves from --a3 to +03 on the real line (except at the “turning 
points” zc = a, b, where we have circumvented in this article). 
THEOREM 5.1. Y+(x, l S) = Yb(z, c) Cl(e), uhere as E -+ Of. 
Cl(c) = diag(4%) +O(Sl), 15,(S,) + O(O, rl(h) + O(E~~)) + ‘J’l(e)- (5-l) 
Here CY~(S~) = c116e(3/4W$/4[1 + O(S:/“)], /31(S,) = c1~6e(3/aW~~4[l + O(Stjaj], 
y,(S,) = 1 + O(S,), as S, + 0+ (c as described in (1.3)). or is a positive constant, 
cand Yl(,) is a 3 x 3 matrix which is asymptotic to zero as E + Of. 
Proof. C,(e) = [Y&z, E)]-lY+(x, E), which is independent of x. For the 
calculation of Cl(e), one can use formulas (2.13) and (2.3) in their common 
region of validity on the z-plane. The off-diagonal terms in the third column of 
C,(e) contain one of the factors 
Evaluating at z E -&r(p) n G+(P) with arg(x - bj close to 2-rr/3 - ~IJ, one sees 
that these terms are-0 at E + O+. The off-d’ tagonal terms in the third row of 
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C,(c) contain one of the factors exp{E-1 j; [hi(f) - &(&I @I, i = 1,2. Evaluating 
at z with arg(z - b) = 0, one sees that they are -0 as E + Of. The (1,2)th 
and (2, 1)th entries contain respectively the factors exp{e-l J: [&(t) - AI(E)] de} 
and exp(e-l si [A,([) - h,(Q] df. Evaluating them at z E J2b1(~) n LJ+(e”) with 
arg(z - b) = -43, 43, respectively, one sees that they are 41 as E + Of. 
Finally, careful calculation of the diagonal terms, using the expansions for &(z), 
z E QbW n Q+(4, near x = 6, one obtains the diagonal entries of C,(e) as 
indicated in (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. Y,(z, e) = p,(z, ~)L,where 
1 
L= [ 0 
i 0 
10 
0 1 I 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.2, 
Yb(x, C) = P(z) G(z, c) exp 
0 
(5.2) 
0' 
Mc3 d5/ 9(4 0 
0 1 
where Z(t, c) is the 2 x 2 matrix given by (2.23) for 77r/3 < arg t < 117T/3. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.3, Ifa(x, c) is given by the same formula above, 
only with Z(t, E) replaced by Z(t, E), where Z(t, c) is described by (2.23) for 
9rr/3 < arg t < 137r/3. Z(t, c) and Z(t, ) E are fundamental matrix solutions of 
the same differential equation (2.22). They are defined in terms of Airy’s func- 
tions, and are related by: 
Z(t, 4 = Z(t, c) [:, fl 
(see Wasow [lo] and remarks following Theorems 2.2, 2.3). 
THEOREM 5.3. Yib(x, c) = pb(z, c) C2(c), where as E + Of, 
c~(E) = diag(ola(S,) + O(E”?), Pa&) i- O(e’+), ~$1) + O(z’)) + ya(~). (5.3) 
Here C&Q = c1~se(3~4)si(-S,)1~d[1 + O(S:/“)], /3&r) = c1/6e(3/“)ri(-S6,)1/4[l + 
w:‘“>l, Y&v = 1 + W,), as 6, + Of, whme (-SJl/” = S:J4eWiJ4. u2 is apositive 
constunt, and Y,(c) N 0 as E --f Of. 
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Proof. C,(c) = [Yb(x, e)]-lY,“b(z, 6). The diagonal terms are essentially 
calculated in the same way as in Theorem 5.1 since the first approximations 
for G(z, E), B,(x), T(x), and N(z) can be extended unchanged into region 
L$s(p) n F(EQ); the term (-S1)1/4 arises from the lower endpoint of the integral 
in the exponential term exp(-J;-B, N(f) &I. To justify that the off-diagonal 
terms are asymptotic to zero as E -+ Of, we evaluate all terms above the diagonal 
at x = b - $@, and evaluate all terms below the diagonal near the vertex 
x*(e) of F(8), the intersection of Za and Zs . (Note that *the choice of small w in 
Theorem 3.1 and the fact that q < 1 insure that exp{l/E j; (EJ [A<([) - A&j de) ~0 
as E + O+, i = I, 2.) 
THEOREM 5.4. Yzb(z, 6) = Yi,(z, e) C,,(C), where as E + O+, 
Here mi(S,) = exp[JFTt: Nii(f) do, i = 1,2, 3, Nii is tke ith diugwzal term of tke 
m&ix N i?z (2.5). (T is a positive constaT& Y(E) N 0 as E + O+, and A is given in 
(2.4). 
Proof. Cba(e) = [Yl,(z, ~)]-~Yz~(z, E), which can be evaluated for all 
x E %(&). Direct calculation shows that the diagonal terms are as indicated as 
in (5.4). The off diagonal (i,j)th entry of C,,(c) exp{--E-r J-L A(&) df) is of the 
form O(1) expU/e J; &tj - h(t) 43 as E + Of. Evaluating all terms above the 
diagonal at z = b - 8~4, one sees that they are -0 as E + O-‘-. Evaluating all 
terms below the diagonal near the vertex z*(c) of F(8), the intersection of 1s 
and & , one sees that they are 4 as E --f Of. 
THEOREM 5.la. Y-(X, c) = Yal(a, e) C4(c), wke as E + Of, 
CJE) = diag(c&$) + O(E”‘), ,&&) + G(EO’), Y&) i O(E”‘)) + K(E)* (5-5) 
Here a4(S,) = 1 + O(S,), #14(S1) = (-S1)1/4/?:i6[1 + O(S:“)], ~~(8~) = 
( -S1)1/4j!?$‘G[1 + O(S:“)], as 6, - Of, zuhere (-S1)ri4 = S:/4epi~4, ,& is described 
in the remark folltxuing Theorem 4.1. o4 is a positive constant, and Y,(G) N (B 
as E ---f Of. 
Theorem 5.la is proved in essentially the same way as Theorem 5.1 through 
the symmetry of the common regions of validity Q-(eD) n Q,*(p) and L&(,0) n 
-Qbl&). The term (--6,) lj4 arises from the lower endpoint of the integral in the 
exponential term exp(-JI-,l N(t) d[). 
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THEOREM 5.2a. Y~(z, e) = Yaz(z’, E)&(E), wlaere 
1 0 0 
L,(E) = [ 0 1 0 1 . (5.6) 
0 -i 1 
Theorem 5.2a is provde in essentially the same way as Theorem 5.2, through 
the use of Airy’s functions. 
THEOREM 5.3a. Y$(z, 6) = Ya2(s, l ) C,(c), where as E + O+, 
C,(c) = diag(c&) + O(g% P@d + Oko3), MI) + WY + YT3(4. (5.7) 
Here c&1) = 1 + 0(6,), &(Sr) =+“,&‘“[l + O(S:‘2)], y3(81) = 8;‘4/!?;‘6[1 + 
O(S:“)], as 8, -+ 0’. PI is described in the remark following Theorem 4.1. a3 is a 
positive constant, and U;(c) - 0 as E + Of. 
Theorem 5.3a is proved in essentially the same way as Theorem 5.3, using 
the formulas for Yz&z, l ) and Ya2(z, 6) in their common region of validity. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
Each of the last two columns of Y-(x, e) in (4.6) uniquely characterizes a 
solution for (2. l), “subdominant” as 2: + --CO. The asymptotic formulas for 
these two solutions as x --f +co, for all small E > 0, can be computed by 
using the connection formulas given by the previous theorems in Section 5. We 
derive Y-(z, c) = Y+(z, E)[C;~(E)LC~(E) Cba(e) C$(E)&$~(E)]. As x --+ +co, 
the third column of Y+(x, e) is the only “dominant” solution; consequently, only 
the third row of the connection matrix K(E) = C;-1LC2CanC;1L,C4 is important. 
Using the results in Section 5, calculations show that the (3,2)th, (3, 3)th 
entries of K(E) are respectively given by 
[K(d132 = exp I<-‘/” h(5) dt/ (e-“i’“m3(Ml + O(s$‘“)] + O(P)), (6.1) 
a 
K(4133 = exp I@ 1” 440 @I (e~i’4~GM1 + O(S:‘“>] + O(4), (6.2) a 
as 6, -+ Of, E --f Of, where ,u is a positive constant. We arrive at the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. For all small E > 0, the two independent solutions, qf 
(l.l), wlaich are subdominant as z + -co, are dominant as x -+ + 03. 
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In particular, for all small E > 0, the solutions which have formulas 
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(6.3j 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.63 
respectively for x > b + CL Here, &f), ~(5) are described in (2.5); m&J) is 
described in Theorem 5.4; h , a: are positive constants, and 6, is an arbitrarily small 
positive constant. 
Remarhs. Using (2.5), (1.4), and the remark following it one easily deduces 
that for each i = 1,2, 3, the term exp(-j~-81 qi(f)/[(hz - X,)(h, - X,) x 
(A, - x,)](E) d,$j z?/s tends to a nonzero constant as x -+ ---co, so does the 
term =pt-J& dO/[(& - U& - h&b - M(E) 6 z+, as x -+ +a. 
Proof. Use the formulas for the last two columns of Y-(x, E) in Theorem 4.2 
and formulas (6.1) and (6.2). 
The ratio of the two particular solutions described in Theorem 6.1 are 
approximately +i for small 6, , as z + + co. Analogously, one can find formulas 
as z -+ - co, for two independent solutions which are subdominant as x --f + CO. 
Conceivably, the connection formulas in Section 5 are very useful for analyzing 
various boundary value problems on the infinite real line for Eq. (1.1). 
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